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ON THE EXPECTED NUMBER OF PERFECT
MATCHINGS IN CUBIC PLANAR GRAPHS
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Abstract: A well-known conjecture by Lovász and Plummer from the 1970s asserted
that a bridgeless cubic graph has exponentially many perfect matchings. It was solved
in the affirmative by Esperet et al. ([13]). On the other hand, Chudnovsky and Seymour ([8]) proved the conjecture in the special case of cubic planar graphs. In our
work we consider random bridgeless cubic planar graphs with the uniform distribution on graphs with n vertices. Under this model we show that the expected number
of perfect matchings in labeled bridgeless cubic planar graphs is asymptotically cγ n ,
where c > 0 and γ ∼ 1.14196 is an explicit algebraic number. We also compute the
expected number of perfect matchings in (not necessarily bridgeless) cubic planar
graphs and provide lower bounds for unlabeled graphs. Our starting point is a correspondence between counting perfect matchings in rooted cubic planar maps and the
partition function of the Ising model in rooted triangulations.
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1. Introduction
A perfect matching in a graph with 2n vertices is a set of n edges
with no common endpoints, thus covering all the vertices. A bridge (also
called an isthmus) is an edge whose removal increases the number of
connected components. A bridgeless graph is a connected graph without
bridges, and it is cubic if every vertex has degree 3. A graph is bipartite
if its vertex set can be divided into two subsets A and B such that every edge joins a vertex in A to one in B. Petersen proved in 1891 that a
bridgeless cubic graph contains at least one perfect matching [29]. In the
1970s Lovász and Plummer ([22]) showed that a cubic bipartite graph
with 2n vertices has at least (4/3)n perfect matchings. Then they conjectured that a bridgeless cubic graph has exponentially many perfect
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matchings, that is, contains at least C n perfect matchings for some constant C > 1. The problem of counting perfect matchings has been much
studied in combinatorics and has connections with problems in molecular chemistry (the stability of a molecule is related to the number of
perfect matchings of its associated graph), statistical physics (counting
perfect matchings plays a key role in the solution of the 2-dimensional
Ising model of ferromagnetism), and computer science (as it is related
to the complexity of computing the permanent of a matrix); see for
instance [22, Section 8.7] and [37].
For many years the best lower bound on the number of perfect matchings in bridgeless cubic graphs was only linear in n. A barely superlinear
bound was proved in [14], and finally the conjecture was fully solved
in 2011 by Esperet, Kardos̆, King, Král, and Norine [13]. The proof uses
in particular the concept of the matching polytope of a graph, which is
the convex hull of the indicator vectors of its perfect matchings in the
edge space. The lower bound from [13] is 2n/3656 ≈ 1.0002n . It is natural
to expect that a typical bridgeless cubic graph has many more perfect
matchings than those guaranteed by the former lower bound. This is
indeed the case: as shown by Bollobás and McKay [5], the number of
perfect matchings
√ in random cubic graphs is concentrated around the
expected value 2e1/4 (4/3)n , where the probability model is the uniform distribution on labeled cubic graphs with 2n vertices. Here it is not
assumed that graphs are bridgeless but it is known that a random cubic
graph is bridgeless asymptotically almost surely (a.a.s.), that is, with
probability tending to 1 as n → ∞.
In this paper we are interested in cubic planar graphs. We recall
that a graph is planar if it admits an embedding in the plane without
edge-crossings. Tait (known for his work on, among other topics, thermodynamics and knot theory) showed in 1880 that the statement of the
Four Color Theorem (4CT) is equivalent to the fact that the edges of
a bridgeless cubic planar graph can be decomposed into three disjoint
perfect matchings. Tait also conjectured [31] that a bridgeless cubic planar graph contains a Hamiltonian cycle, a conjecture that if true would
have implied the 4CT. Tait’s conjecture turned out to be false, the first
counterexample being found by Tutte [32].
The Lovász–Plummer conjecture was solved for the special case of
bridgeless cubic planar graphs by Chudnovsky and Seymour [8], who
showed that a bridgeless cubic planar graph has at least 2n/327989376 perfect matchings; their proof uses the 4CT in an essential way. Motivated
by this result, we study the number of perfect matchings in random cubic
planar graphs. The theory of random planar graphs was initiated in [9],
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but it was not until the work of Giménez and Noy [19] that precise results could be obtained. Since then many parameters of random planar
graphs and related families of graphs have been studied in depth (see [25]
for a survey of this active area). Cubic planar graphs were first enumerated in [3]; they were further analyzed in [28] and we draw extensively
on the combinatorial and analytic techniques developed there.
Our main result gives a precise estimate on the expected number of
perfect matchings for labeled bridgeless cubic planar graphs. We also
give a lower bound for unlabeled bridgeless cubic planar graphs, where
an unlabeled graph is an isomorphism class of labeled graphs. The model
we consider is the uniform distribution on each respective class of cubic
graphs with 2n vertices. Results under this model are in general more
difficult to obtain than for arbitrary cubic graphs, for which the socalled configuration model (see [4]) provides a convenient framework for
applying probabilistic methods.
Theorem 1. Let Xn be the number of perfect matchings in a random
(with the uniform distribution) labeled bridgeless cubic planar graph with
2n vertices. Then
E(Xn ) ∼ bγ n ,
where b > 0 is a constant and γ ≈ 1.14196 is an explicit algebraic number.
If Xnu is the same random variable defined on unlabeled bridgeless
cubic planar graphs, then
E(Xnu ) ≥ 1.119n .
We obtain a similar result for general, not necessarily bridgeless, random cubic planar graphs.
Theorem 2. Let Yn be the number of perfect matchings in a random
(with the uniform distribution) labeled cubic planar graph with 2n vertices. Then
E(Yn ) ∼ cδ n ,
where c > 0 is a constant and δ ≈ 1.14157 is an explicit algebraic number.
If Ynu is the same random variable defined on unlabeled cubic planar
graphs, then
E(Ynu ) ≥ 1.109n .
We remark that the constants γ and δ in the previous statements
are smaller than the constant 4/3 from [5], hence random cubic planar
graphs appear to have exponentially fewer perfect matchings than cubic graphs (we cannot claim this rigorously since, as discussed in the
concluding remarks, we are not able to estimate the variance of Xn and
show concentration around the expected value).
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The enumeration of unlabeled planar graphs is still an open problem,
as well as that of unlabeled cubic planar graphs. This is the reason why
in the unlabeled case we only give lower bounds on the expected number
of perfect matchings. Also, it follows from the results in [28] that a
random labeled cubic planar graph has no perfect matching a.a.s. This
is because a.a.s. it contains K1,3 as an induced subgraph, which is clearly
an obstruction for the existence of a perfect matching; in fact it contains
linearly many copies of it [28].
We prove analogous results for rooted planar maps. A (planar) map
is a connected planar multigraph with a fixed embedding in the plane,
and it is rooted if an edge (the root edge) is distinguished and given
a direction. All maps considered in this paper are rooted. The theory
of map enumeration was started by Tutte in a series of landmark papers [33, 34, 35], motivated by the then unsolved Four Color Problem
(see Tutte’s account in his fascinating mathematical autobiography [36]).
Since then, the theory has been widely developed and extended to maps
on arbitrary surfaces. Relevant connections have been found between
map enumeration and other areas, including Riemann surfaces, factorizations of permutations, Brownian motion, random matrices, and quantum gravity; see the classical paper [7] and the monographs [21, 15].
There has been an increasing interest in counting maps equipped with a
distinguished global structure such as a spanning tree, a q-coloring, or an
orientation, partly because of its connections with probability theory and
statistical physics. One of the earlier results in this area is by Tutte [34],
who showed that the expected number of bridgeless cubic maps with a
distinguished Hamiltonian cycle grows like n−3 16n , up to a multiplicative constant. Later Mullin ([23]) proved that the number of arbitrary
maps with a distinguished spanning tree also grows like n−3 16n ; surprisingly, these two counting problems have essentially the same solution as
the product of two consecutive Catalan numbers. On the other hand,
the number of 2-connected quadrangulations (every face has degree 4)
equipped with a so-called 2-orientation grows like n−4 8n , and the number of 3-connected triangulations (every face has degree 3) equipped with
a 3-orientation grows like n−5 16n (see for instance [16]). Thus, as opposed to natural classes of maps, where the subexponential term is of
the form n−5/2 (see [12] for an analytic perspective on this universality phenomenon), maps with a distinguished global structure present a
variety of subexponential terms.
For cubic maps equipped with a perfect matching, our estimates are of
the form n−5/2 αn for some constant α > 0 that depends on the particu-
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lar class of maps; for instance α = 24 for all cubic maps, and α = 512/27
for bridgeless cubic maps. A consequence of this estimate is that the expected number of perfect matchings grows like a pure exponential γ n , an
asymptotic behavior that to our knowledge has not been observed before
in this context. An explanation comes from the fact that the associated
generating functions are algebraic, whereas those counting global structures on maps mentioned before are D-finite (a function is D-finite, or
holonomic, if it is the solution of a linear differential equation with polynomial coefficients) but not algebraic; there are examples which are not
even D-finite, like 4-regular maps equipped with an Eulerian orientation,
whose growth µn /(n log n)2 prevents the associated generating function
from being D-finite [6].
Our proofs are based on the methods of analytic combinatorics [17]
applied to cubic planar graphs developed in [28], together with several
combinatorial bijections. In the preliminary Section 2 we recall the basic tools needed from analytic combinatorics and generating functions of
planar maps. In Section 3 we establish the connection between perfect
matchings in cubic maps and the partition function of the Ising model
in triangulations, which is the starting point of our research. In Section 4 we transfer the results from cubic maps to cubic planar graphs
using combinatorial decompositions and polynomial equations satisfied
by the associated algebraic generating functions. In Section 5 we prove
our main results, and in Section 6 we provide bijective proofs for the unexpectedly simple formulas we have found for the number of cubic maps
and of bridgeless cubic maps equipped with a perfect matching. In the
concluding section we discuss an interesting connection with the recent
solution of the problem of counting 4-regular planar graphs [26, 27]. We
also argue why in this context it appears to be difficult to say more on
the distribution of the number of perfect matchings beyond its expected
value.

2. Preliminaries
For basic concepts and terminology of graph theory we refer to [10].
Unless specified otherwise, graphs are simple and labeled, that is, the
vertex set is V = {1, . . . , n} and there are no loops or multiple edges.
A graph is connected if every two vertices are joined by a path, and is
k-connected if it has at least k + 1 vertices and cannot be disconnected
by removing less than k vertices.
A map is a connected planar multigraph with a specific embedding
in the plane. The faces of a map are the connected components of the
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complement of the set of vertices and edges. An edge is incident with
two faces, which are the same for a bridge. An embedding of a connected
graph with n edges in an orientable surface can be specified combinatorially by giving for each vertex the cyclic ordering of the half edges
around it. In algebraic terms, an embedding is given by a pair of permutations (α, σ) on the set of 2n half edges, where α is an involution without
fixed points and {α, σ} act transitively on the set of half edges [21]. The
faces correspond to the cycles of φ = ασ, and the genus of the surface is
determined by the number of cycles in σ and φ.
All maps considered in this paper are rooted, that is, an edge is
marked and given a direction. We call the face on the right side of
the root edge the outer face. A map is simple if it has neither loops
nor multiple edges. Rooted maps have no automorphism, hence all vertices, edges, and faces of the embedding are distinguishable. A map is
2-connected if it has no loops and no cut vertices, and 3-connected if it is
3-connected as a graph and has no multiple edges (this is connectivity in
the sense employed by Tutte). This is not the case, however, for regular
maps, which can have multiple edges. The dual M ∗ of a map M has the
faces of M as vertices, and every edge e of M gives rise to an edge e∗
of M ∗ between the two faces incident with e. Note that a bridge in M
corresponds to a loop in M ∗ and conversely.
A map is cubic if it is 3-regular, and it is a triangulation if every face
has degree 3. By duality, cubic maps are in bijection with triangulations.
And since duality preserves graph connectivity, k-connected cubic maps
are in bijection with k-connected triangulations, for k = 2, 3. Note that
a general triangulation can have loops and multiple edges, and that a
simple triangulation, not reduced to the single triangle, is necessarily
3-connected. The size of a cubic map is defined as the number of faces
minus 2, a convention that simplifies the forthcoming algebraic computations. Then a cubic map of size n has 2n vertices and 3n edges.
We use generating functions, both ordinary (for maps) and exponenP
tial (for labeled graphs). For a class of maps A, we let A(z) =
An z n
be the associated generating function, where An is the number of maps
in A with for example n edges; we say in this case that the variable z
‘marks’ the number of edges. For a class G of labeled
the assoP graphs,
n
ciated exponential generating function is G(x) =
Gn xn! , where now
Gn is the number of graphs in G on n vertices, and in this case we say
that x marks the number of vertices. The n-th coefficient of a power
series f (z) is denoted by [z n ]f (z).
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We will need the generating function of 3-connected cubic maps, which
is related to the generating function T (z) of simple triangulations. The
latter was obtained by Tutte [35] and is an algebraic function given by
(1)

T (z) = U (z)(1 − 2U (z)),

where z = U (z)(1 − U (z))3 , and z marks the number of vertices minus 2.
As shown in [34], the unique singularity of T , coming from a branch
point, is located at τ = 27/256 and T (τ ) = 1/8. The singular expansion
of T (z) near τ is
√
3 2
6 3
1
Z + O(Z 4 ),
T (z) = − Z +
8 16
24
p
where Z = 1 − z/τ . Notice that τ is a finite singularity, in the sense
that T (τ ) = 1/8 < ∞.
The generating function M3 (z) of 3-connected cubic maps, where z
marks the number of faces minus 2 is equal to
(2)

M3 (z) = T (z) − z.

This follows directly from the duality between cubic maps and triangulations, which exchanges vertices and faces. The subtracted term corresponds to the single triangle, which is not considered to be 3-connected.
Given a map N with root edge st, and a directed edge e = uv of another map M , the replacement of e with N is the map obtained from M
by performing the following operation. Subdivide the edge uv twice,
producing a path uu0 v 0 v, remove the edge u0 v 0 , and identify u0 and v 0 ,
respectively, with vertices s and t of N − st. Notice that if M and N are
cubic and planar, so is the resulting map. Adapting directly the proof
from [28] for cubic planar graphs, one finds that cubic maps are partitioned into five subclasses, as defined below, where st denotes the root
edge of a cubic map M .
• L (Loop). The root edge is a loop.
• I (Isthmus). The root edge is an isthmus (an alternative name for
a bridge).
• S (Series). M − st is connected but not 2-connected.
• P (Parallel). M −st is 2-connected but M −{s, t} is not connected.
• H (PolyHedral). M is obtained from a 3-connected cubic map by
possibly replacing each non-root edge with a cubic map whose root
edge is not an isthmus.
We also define the subclass D = L ∪ S ∪ P ∪ H of cubic maps whose root
edge is not an isthmus.
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We use complex analytic tools to obtain estimates for the coefficients
of generating functions. In our case, all the functions involved are algebraic and analytic in a neighborhood of the origin. Given an algebraic generating function A(z), its minimal polynomial is the polynomial P (y, z) of minimum degree in y such that P (A(z), z) = 0. The discriminant ∆(z) is the resultant of P (y, z) and its derivative with respect
to y. The singularities of A(z) (the points in the complex plane where
A(z) ceases to be analytic) are necessarily among the roots of ∆(z) = 0.
A dominant singularity is a singularity of minimum modulus, and a
singular expansion of A(z) is a local expansion around its dominant
singularity. If the coefficients of A(z) are non-negative, as is the case
in counting generating functions, by Pringheim’s theorem the radius of
convergence ρ is a dominant singularity. In fact, in the map counting
functions involved in our analysis, ρ is the unique dominant singularity
(the functions counting graphs are even, so that −ρ is a dominant singularity too). Together with the fact that the singularities come from
a critical point, this implies that A(z) is analytic in a dented domain
(doubly dented when ±ρ are both singular points) of the form
D(ρ, , φ) = {z : |z| < |ρ| + , arg(z/ρ − 1) > φ}.
Then one can estimate precisely the coefficients [z n ]A(z) by means of
Cauchy’s integral formula
Z
1
A(z)
[z n ]A(z) =
dz,
2πi C z n+1
integrating along a suitable contour C, and obtain the so-called ‘transfer
theorem’ [17, Corollary VI.1]. We remark that since our functions are
algebraic, in the statement below the singular expansion is in fact a
Puiseux expansion. We state below the transfer theorem for singularities
of exponent 3/2, which are those appearing in our work.
Lemma 3. Assume A(z) is analytic in a dented domain around its
unique dominant singularity ρ > 0, and has a local expansion at ρ of the
form
A(z) = a0 + a2 Z 2 + a3 Z 3 + O(Z 4 ),
where Z =

p

1 − z/ρ and a3 > 0. Then
3a3
[z n ]A(z) ∼ √ n−5/2 ρ−n ,
2 π

where the notation an ∼ bn means limn→∞ an /bn = 1.
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A straightforward generalization of the transfer theorem covers the
situation when there are multiple singularities in the circle of convergence.
In order to determine the dominant singularities of an algebraic function, we proceed as follows. Suppose P (y, z) is the minimal polynomial
of A(z). The discriminant is the univariate polynomial given by the resultant


∂P (y, z)
Res P (y, z),
,y .
∂y
The singularities of A(z) must necessarily be among the roots of the
discriminant, and the dominant singularity is as a rule the smallest positive root of one of the factors of the discriminant. However, sometimes
a root z0 must be excluded, either because it corresponds to a branch
of the algebraic function A(z) that does not have non-negative coefficients or because the growth rate z0−n is either too large or too small for
combinatorial reasons.
The reader can find more details in [28, Section 2]. In particular, [28,
Lemma 15] applies directly to our analysis, and the function T (z) in
this lemma is exactly the same as we defined earlier. We will deal with
algebraic functions A(z), whose expansion at the dominant singularity
is as above. Checking that the conditions of [28, Lemma 15] hold is a
routine task and we will omit most of the details.
We conclude this section with a fixed-point lemma which is needed to
guarantee that certain systems of equations have unique combinatorial
solutions; see the discussion in [11, Section 2.2.5].
Lemma 4. Let y1 (z), . . . , ym (z) be power series satisfying the system of
equations
y1 = F1 (z, y1 , . . . , ym ),
y2 = F2 (z, y1 , . . . , ym ),
..
.
ym = Fm (z, y1 , . . . , ym ),
where the Fi are power series in the variables indicated.
Assume that for each i, Fi has non-negative coefficients and is divisible
b = (y1 (z), . . . , ym (z))
by z. Assume further that there exists a solution y
to the system which is not identically 0 for all i. Then this is the unique
solution of the system with non-negative coefficients.
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3. The Ising partition function on triangulations and
perfect matchings in cubic maps
The Ising partition function of a graph G is defined as follows. Given a
2-coloring c : V (G) → {1, 2} of the vertices of G, not necessarily proper,
let m(c) be the number of monochromatic edges in the coloring. Then
define
X
pG (u) =
um(c) .
c : V (T )→{1,2}

The same definition applies for rooted maps, using the fact that in a
rooted map the vertices are distinguishable. The physical intuition behind the Ising model for ferromagnetism is that the colors ±1 represent
the possible spin of a site (vertex) in a system, and a coloring is an
assignment of a spin value to each site. Then the partition function is
directly related to the energy of the system.
Suppose T is a triangulation with 2n faces. Since in a 2-coloring every
face of T has at least one monochromatic edge, the number of monochromatic edges is at least n. The lower bound can be achieved taking the
dual edge set of a perfect matching in a cubic map. Next we show that
perfect matchings of a cubic map M with 2n vertices are in bijection
with 2-colorings of the dual triangulation M ∗ with exactly n monochromatic edges, in which the color of the root vertex is fixed (see Figure 1).
Note that loops are allowed in general triangulations and a “degenerate”
face can consist of a loop and a bridge sharing one vertex.

Figure 1. We illustrate the duality between the six cubic maps
on two vertices with a distinguished perfect matching (top), and
their counterparts (bottom). Below are the six bicolored triangulations on two faces with one monochromatic edge and the root
vertex colored black. Both the edges of the matchings and the
monochromatic edges are shown in red.

Lemma 5. Let M be a rooted cubic planar map and T = M ∗ its dual
triangulation. There is a bijection between perfect matchings of M and
2-colorings of T , with exactly n monochromatic edges, in which the color
of the root vertex of T is fixed.
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Proof: Let M have 2n vertices, so that T has 2n triangular faces. Let
c : V (T ) → {1, 2} be a 2-coloring with n monochromatic edges. Define
the edge set A = {e ∈ E(M ) : e∗ is monochromatic in T }. Since every
face of T is incident with exactly one monochromatic edge, every vertex
of M is incident with exactly one edge of A. Hence A defines a perfect
matching of M .
Now we construct the inverse mapping. Let A be the edge set of a
perfect matching in M , and let B = A∗ = {e∗ : e ∈ A} be the dual
edge set. Let T [B] be the graph induced on T by B, and let C1 , . . . , Cs
be the connected components of T [B]. We define a graph G having the
vertex set {C1 , . . . , Cs }, and an edge Ci Cj whenever a vertex of Ci is
adjacent to a vertex of Cj (necessarily through an edge not in B). Next
we prove that G is a bipartite graph. If there are multiple edges we can
ignore them. However, we have to show that there are no loops, which
are cycles of length one. This is taken care of in what follows.
Assume to a contradiction that G contains a cycle L of odd length t ≥
1. The edges of L in circular order must be of the form e1 F1 e2 F2 . . . et Ft ,
where the ei are not in B and the Fi are induced paths in B. The
subgraph S induced by L and its interior is a near-triangulation, that
is, every face except the outer face is of degree 3. Let k be the total
number of vertices in L, which is the degree of the outer face of S,
and let n be the number of vertices in the interior of L. An elementary
counting argument shows that the number of internal faces of S is equal
to 2n + k − 2. Exactly k − t of these faces contain an edge of B belonging
to L. The number of remaining faces is then 2n+k−2−(k−t) = 2n−2+t,
which is an odd number since t is odd. It follows that it is not possible
for all inner triangular faces to have exactly one edge in B. Observe that
in particular we have shown that G has no loops, that is, two vertices in
the same component joined by an edge not in B.
Since G is bipartite we can properly color the components Ci with
colors 1 and 2. The 2-coloring of T is defined by assigning color 1 to all
vertices in a component colored 1, and the same for color 2, with the
additional property that the component containing the root vertex is
colored 1. Then the monochromatic edges are precisely the edges in B,
as was to be proved.
The generation function of the Ising partition of triangulations is defined as the generating function
X
P (z, u) =
pT (u)z n ,
T ∈T
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where T is the class of rooted triangulations and the variable z marks
the number of vertices minus 2, in accordance with the convention for
cubic maps.
An expression for P was obtained by Bernardi and Bousquet-Mélou [2]
in the wider context of counting q-colorings of maps with respect to
monochromatic edges, which is equivalent to computing the Potts partition function (the Potts model is a generalization of the Ising model
to more than two colors). It is actually the algebraic function Q3 (2, ν, t)
in [2, Theorem 23]. Here, the parameter 2 refers to the number of colors,
t marks the number of edges, and ν marks the number of monochromatic
edges. Extracting the coefficient [ν n ]Q3 (2, ν, t) we obtain a generating
function which is equivalent to the generating function M (z) of rooted
cubic maps with a distinguished perfect matching, where z marks the
number of faces minus 2. After a simple algebraic manipulation, we obtain the following (we recall that the variable z marks the number of
faces minus 2).
Lemma 6. The generating function M = M (z) counting rooted cubic
planar maps with a distinguished perfect matching satisfies the quadratic
equation
72 M 2 z 2 + (216 z 2 − 36 z + 1)M + 162 z 2 − 6 z = 0,
where the variable z marks the number of faces minus 2.
The former quadratic equation has a non-negative solution given by
−1 + 36z − 216z 2 + (1 − 24z)3/2
.
144z 2
Expanding the binomial series, after a simple algebraic manipulation one
obtains the simple formula
 
2n
3 · 6n
n
(3)
[z ]M (z) =
.
(n + 2)(n + 1) n
In Section 6 we provide a direct combinatorial proof of this unexpected
closed formula.
M (z) =

Corollary 7. The number Mn of cubic planar maps with 2n vertices
and a distinguished perfect matching is asymptotically
3
√ n−5/2 24n .
π
In addition, the expected number of perfect matchings in cubic planar
maps with 2n vertices is asymptotically
√ !n
√
6 2 3
.
2
3
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Proof: We use the notation n!! = (n − 1)(n − 3) . . . for double factorials.
The first claim follows directly from Stirling’s estimate. The second claim
follows since the number of cubic maps on 2n vertices is equal to
√
√
6
22n+1 (3n)!!
∼ √ n−5/2 (12 3)n ,
(n + 2)!n!!
π
a result first proved in [24].
In this simple case we have been able to deduce asymptotic estimates
from simple closed formulas. Later on, when we do not have closed formulas, we will need the full power of Lemma 3.

4. From cubic maps to cubic planar graphs
We start with a simple but very useful observation. We say that a
class A of rooted maps is closed under rerooting if whenever a map is
in A, so is any map obtained from it by forgetting the root edge and
choosing a different one.
Lemma 8. Let A be a class of cubic planar maps closed under rerooting
with a distinguished perfect matching. Let A1 be the maps in A whose root
edge belongs to the perfect matching, and A0 those whose root edge does
not belong to the perfect matching. Let Ai (z) be the associated generating
functions. Then A0 (z) = 2A1 (z).
Proof: A cubic map with 2n vertices has 3n edges. Of these, n of them
are in the matching and 2n are not. Since N is closed under rerooting,
the number of rooted maps whose root edge belongs to the matching is
exactly half of those where it does not, hence [z n ]A0 (z) = 2[z n ]A1 (z).
The previous lemma applies in particular to the class of all cubic maps
and to the classes of 2-connected and 3-connected cubic maps.
4.1. From cubic maps to 3-connected cubic maps. In this section, we use the decomposition of cubic planar graphs as in [3] and [28],
adapted to cubic maps and enriched with a distinguished perfect matching, to obtain implicitly the generating function T (z) of 3-connected
cubic maps with a distinguished perfect matching. The classes defined
in Section 2 are extended to cubic maps with a distinguished perfect
matching. Maps in a given class are divided into those whose root edge
is or is not in the matching. We use indices 1 and 0, respectively, to
denote them, as in Lemma 8. For instance, D1 are cubic maps whose
root edge is not an isthmus and belongs to the perfect matching.
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Lemma 9. The following system of equations holds and has a unique
solution in power series with non-negative coefficients.
(4)
M0 (z) = D0 (z),

M1 (z) = D1 (z) + I(z),

D0 (z) = L(z)+S0 (z)+P0 (z)+H0 (z), D1 (z) = S1 (z) + P1 (z) + H1 (z),
I(z)

=

L(z)2
,
4z

L(z) = 2z(1 + D0 (z)),

S1 (z) = D1 (z)(D1 (z) − S1 (z)),

S0 (z) = D0 (z)(D0 (z) − S0 (z)),

P1 (z) = z(1 + D0 (z))2 ,

P0 (z) = 2z(1 + D0 (z))(1 + D1 (z)),

H1 (z) =

T1 (z(1+D1 (z))(1+D0 (z))2 )
T0 (z(1+D1 (z))(1+D0 (z))2 )
, H0 (z) =
.
1 + D1
1 + D0

Before we go to the proof, we notice that an isthmus must be in every
perfect matching. This applies in particular to loop maps, which contain
an isthmus incident with the root edge.
Proof: We start with an observation. An edge e is replaced with a map
whose root edge is in a perfect matching if and only if the two new
edges resulting from the subdivision and replacement of e belong to the
resulting perfect matching.
We now sketch the justification of each equation, the arguments being
very similar to those in [3]. The equations for Mi (z) and Di (x) follow
from the definitions. The one for I(z) is because an isthmus map is
composed of two loop maps, as illustrated in Figure 2; division by 4
takes into account the possible rootings of the two loops. The situations
for L(z), Si (z), Pi (z), and H1 (z) are rather straightforward and are also
illustrated in Figure 2. However, the equations for Hi can be detailed as
follows: in a cubic map with 2n vertices there are n edges in a perfect
matching and 2n not in it, hence the term (1 + D1 (z))(1 + D0 (z))2 in
the substitution.
To show that there exists a unique solution with non-negative coefficients, we use Lemma 4. It is enough to rewrite (4) as a system with
non-negative coefficients. To this end, replace D1 − S1 with P1 + H1 and
D0 − S0 with L + P0 + H0 . Notice also that Ti (z) is divisible by z 2 , so
the equations for Hi are polynomials with non-negative coefficients.
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Figure 2. Typical decompositions of series, parallel, loop, isthmus, and polyhedral maps with a distinguished perfect matching
shown in red. The associated generating functions are, from left to
right and top to bottom: S0 (z), S1 (z), P0 (z), P1 (z), L(z), I(z),
and H1 (z).

By algebraic elimination1 , we obtain the minimal polynomial equation
satisfied by T1 = T1 (z), and hence the ones satisfied by T0 (z) = 2T1 (z)
and T (z) = T0 (z) + T1 (z):
T16 + (24 z + 16)T15 + (60 z 2 + 92 z + 25)T14
+ (80 z 3 + 208 z 2 + 96 z + 19)T13
(5)

+ (60 z 4 + 232 z 3 + 150 z 2 + 12 z + 7)T12
+ (24 z 5 + 128 z 4 + 112 z 3 + z 2 − 16 z + 1)T1
+ 4 z 6 + 28 z 5 + 33 z 4 + 12 z 3 − z 2 = 0.

The first terms of T (z) are
T (z) = 3x2 + 12x3 + 69x4 + 468x5 + · · ·
For instance, the first monomial corresponds to K4 , which has a unique
rooting and three perfect matchings, and the second one to the triangular
prism which has three different rootings and four perfect matchings.
4.2. Bridgeless cubic maps. It is also possible to obtain the generating function B(z) of bridgeless cubic maps with a distinguished perfect
matching. It suffices to remove isthmus and loop maps, which are those
producing cut vertices. We rewrite system (4) without the series I(z)
1 These

and subsequent computations have been performed with Maple.
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and L(z), where Di (z), Si (z), and Pi (z) now correspond to bridgeless
maps:
D0 (z) = S0 (z) + P0 (z) + H0 (z),

D1 (z) = S1 (z) + P1 (z) + H1 (z),

S0 (z) = D0 (z)(D0 (z) − S0 (z)),

S1 (z) = D1 (z)(D1 (z) − S1 (z)),

P0 (z) = 2z(1 + D0 (z))(1 + D1 (z)),

P1 (z) = z(1 + D0 (z))2 ,

H0 (z) =

T1 (z(1+D1 (z))(1+D0 (z))2 )
T0 (z(1+D1 (z))(1+D0 (z))2 )
, H1 (z) =
.
1 + D0
1 + D1

Since we have already obtained the minimal polynomials of T0 (z) and
T1 (z), we can eliminate and obtain the equation satisfied by B(z) =
D0 (z) + D1 (z), which is
4

3

64 B(z) z 3 + (384 z 3 + 144 z 2 )B(z)
(6)

+ (864 z 3 + 1224 z 2 + 108 z)B(z)

2

+ (864 z 3 + 2700 z 2 − 756 z + 27)B(z)
+ 324 z 3 + 1782 z 2 − 81 z = 0.

Using the gfun package [30] in Maple, from (6) we have been able to find
a first order recurrence equation with polynomial coefficients satisfied
by the coefficients of B(z) and, after some algebraic manipulations, we
obtain the following.
Lemma 10. The number Bn of rooted cubic planar maps with 2n vertices and a distinguished perfect matching is given by


3 · 2n−1
4n + 2
n
(7)
Bn = [z ]B(z) =
.
(2n + 1)(n + 1)
n
As for equation (3), we give a combinatorial proof of this unexpected
simple formula in Section 6.
Corollary 11. The number Bn of bridgeless cubic maps with 2n vertices
and a distinguished perfect matching is asymptotically
√

n
4 6 −5/2 512
√ n
.
27
9 π
In addition, the expected number of perfect matchings in bridgeless cubic
maps is asymptotically
√ 
n
16 2 1024
.
9
729
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Proof: The first claim follows again from Stirling’s estimate, and the
second since the number of bridgeless cubic maps is equal to
√
 
 n
2n+1
3n
3
27
∼ √ n−5/2
,
(2n + 2)(2n + 1) n
2
4 π
a result first proved in [34].
We conclude this section with a table of numerical values for cubic
maps up to 20 vertices. We remark that for 3-connected cubic maps there
seems to be no simple closed formula.
n
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

Mn
6
54
648
9072
139968
2309472
40030848
720555264
13363024896
253897473024

Bn
3
18
156
1632
19152
242880
3257280
45568512
658910208
9784140288

Tn
0
3
12
69
468
3582
29592
258561
2356644
22201410

Table 1. The numbers of (rooted) cubic planar maps Mn , bridgeless cubic planar maps Bn , and 3-connected cubic planar maps Tn ,
on n vertices with a distinguished perfect matching.

4.3. From 3-connected cubic maps to cubic planar graphs. A
cubic network is a connected cubic planar multigraph G with an ordered
pair of adjacent vertices (s, t) such that the graph obtained by removing
one of the edges between s and t is connected and simple. We notice that
st can be a simple edge, a loop, or part of a double edge, but cannot be
an isthmus. The oriented edge st is called the root of the network, and
s, t are called the poles. Replacement in networks is defined as for maps.
We let D be the class of cubic networks. The classes I, L, S, P, and H
have the same meaning as for maps, and so do the subindices 0 and 1.
We let C be the class of connected cubic planar graphs (always with a distinguished perfect matching), with associated generating function C(x),
and C • (x) = xC 0 (x) be the generating functions of those graphs rooted
at a vertex. We also let G(x) be the generating function of arbitrary (not
necessarily connected) cubic planar graphs.
Whitney’s theorem claims that a 3-connected planar graph has exactly
two embeddings in the sphere up to homeomorphism. Thus counting
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3-connected planar graphs rooted at a directed edge amounts to counting
3-connected maps, up to a factor 2. Below we use the notation Ti (x) for
the exponential generating functions of 3-connected cubic planar graphs
rooted at a directed edge, similarly to maps.
The next result connects the unknown series C • (x) with the series T0 (z) and T1 (z) obtained in the previous section.
Lemma 12. The following system of equations holds and has a unique
solution in power series with non-negative coefficients.
(8)
D0 (x) = L(x) + S0 (x) + P0 (x) + H0 (x),

D1 (x) = S1 (x) + P1 (x) + H1 (x),

2

L(x) =

x
(D0 (x) − L(x)),
2

S0 (x) = D0 (x)(D0 (x) − S0 (x),

I(x) =

L(x)2
,
x2

S1 (x) = D1 (x)(D1 (x) − S1 (x)),
x2
D0 (x)2 ,
2
T1 (x2 (1+D1 )(1+D02 ))
H1 (x) =
.
2(1 + D1 (x))

P0 (x) = x2 (D0 (x)+D1 (x))+x2 D0 (x)D1 (x), P1 (x) = x2 D0 (x) +
H0

=

T0 (x2 (1+D1 )(1+D02 ))
,
2(1 + D0 (x))

Moreover, we have
3C(x)• = I(x) + D0 (x) + D1 (x) − L(x) − L2 (x) − 2x2 D0 (x) − x2 D1 (x).
Proof: The first part of the proof is very similar to that of Lemma 9
and is omitted. The last equation for C • (x) follows by double counting,
since rooting at a directed edge in a cubic planar graph is equivalent
to rooting at a vertex and selecting one of its three incident edges. The
positive terms I(x) + D0 (x) + D1 (x) correspond to all possible networks.
Since we are counting simple graphs we subtract those producing loops or
multiple edges, i.e. graphs rooted at a loop and those where the root edge
is a double edge: the parallel networks encoded by 2x2 D0 (x) + x2 D1 (x),
and the series networks encoded by L(x)2 .
To prove the uniqueness of the solution, we use Lemma 4 as in the
proof of Lemma 9.

5. Proofs of the main results
Proof of Theorem 2: We apply the transfer theorem as described in Section 2. We need to find the dominant singularity of C(x), which is
the same as that of D0 (x), D1 (x), and then D(x). It is obtained by
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first computing the minimal polynomial for D(x) and then its discriminant ∆(x). After discarding several factors of ∆(x) for combinatorial
reasons (as in [28]), the relevant factor of ∆(x) turns out to be
904x8 + 7232x6 − 11833x4 − 45362x2 + 3616,
whose smallest positive root is equal to σ ≈ 0.27964. After routinely
checking the conditions of [28, Lemma 15], we conclude that σ is the
only positive dominant singularity and that D(x) admits an expansion
near σ of the form
p
D(x) = d0 + d2 X 2 + d3 X 3 + O(X 4 ), X = 1 − x/σ.
And the same holds for D0 (x) and D1 (x). But also for L(x) and I(x),
using their definitions given in terms of D0 (x) in Lemma 12.
There is a second singularity −σ with a similar singular expansion
and, as explained in [28], the contributions of ±σ are added using a
straightforward extension of Lemma 3. This is also the case in the next
proof and we omit the details to avoid repetition.
From there, and again using Lemma 12, we can compute the singular
expansion of C • (x) = xC 0 (x), and by integration, that of C(x). For arbitrary cubic planar graphs, we use the exponential formula G(x) = eC(x) ,
which encodes the fact of a graph being an unordered set of connected
graphs. The transfer theorem finally gives
(9)

Gn = [xn ]G(x) ≈ c1 n−7/2 σ −n n!

To obtain the expected value of Xn we have to divide Gn by the number gn of labeled cubic planar graphs, which as shown in [3, 28] is
asymptotically gn ∼ c0 n−7/2 ρ−n n!, where c0 > 0 and ρ ≈ 0.31923 is the
smallest positive root of
729x12 + 17496x10 + 148716x8 + 513216x6
− 7293760x4 + 279936x2 + 46656 = 0.
And we obtain the claimed result by setting c = c1 /c0 and δ = ρ/σ.
Furthermore, since σ and ρ are algebraic numbers, so is δ (actually of
degree 48).
For the second part of the statement we argue as follows. Since a graph
with n vertices has at most n! automorphisms, the number of unlabeled
graphs in a class is at least the number of labeled graphs divided by n!
It follows that the number Un of unlabeled cubic planar graphs with
a distinguished perfect matching is at least Gn /n!, where Gn is given
in (9).
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No precise estimate is known for the number un of unlabeled cubic
planar graphs, but it can be upper bounded by the number Cn of simple
rooted cubic planar maps, because a planar graph has at least one embedding in the plane. These maps have already been counted in [18] and
the estimate Cn ∼ cs · n−5/2 α−n , where α ∼ 0.3102, follows from [18,
Corollary 3.2]. The relation between α and the value x0 given in [18]
1/2
is α = x0 ; this is due to the fact that we count cubic maps according
to faces whereas in [18] they are counted according to vertices, and a
map with n+2 faces has 2n vertices. Disregarding subexponential terms,
we have Un ≥ σ −n and un ≤ α−n . The last result holds as claimed since
α/σ ≈ 1.109.
Proof of Theorem 1: The proof follows the same scheme as that of Theorem 2. Similarly to Subsection 4.2 we have to adapt system (8) to
bridgeless cubic planar graphs. To this end, we remove the generating
functions I(z) and L(z) and obtain the system:
(10)
D0 (x) = S0 (x)+P0 (x)+H0 (x),

D1 (x) = S1 (x)+P1 (x)+H1 (x),

S0 (x) = D0 (x)(D0 (x) − S0 (x)),

S1 (x) = D1 (x)(D1 (x) − S1 (x)),
x2
P0 (x) = x2 (D0 (x)+D1 (x))+x2 D0 (x)D1 (x), P1 (x) = x2 D0 (x) +
D0 (x)2 ,
2
T0 (x2 (1+D1 )(1+D02 ))
T1 (x2 (1+D1 )(1+D02 ))
H0 (x) =
,
H1 (x) =
,
2(1 + D0 (x))
2(1 + D1 (x))

where Di (x), Si (x), Pi (x), and Hi (x) now refer to bridgeless cubic networks. If A• (x) = xA0 (x) is the generating function of bridgeless cubic
planar graphs rooted at a vertex (we avoid using the more natural letter B to avoid confusion with bridgeless maps), an argument analogous
to that in the proof of Lemma 12 gives the relation
3A(x)• = D0 (x) + D1 (x) − 2x2 D0 (x) − x2 D1 (x).
The relevant factor of the discriminant of D(x) is now equal to
216x6 + 864x4 − 5587x2 + 432,
whose smallest positive root is the dominant singularity σb ≈ 0.27980.
Again, we have a singular expansion of the form
p
D(x) = d0 + d2 X 2 + d3 X 3 + O(X 4 ), with X = 1 − x/σb ,
and the same holds for D0 (x) and D1 (x).
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If we let An = [xn ]A(x), then the transfer theorem gives An ∼
r1 n−7/2 σb−n n! To obtain the expected value of Yn we have to divide An
by the number bn of labeled cubic planar graphs. It is computed asymptotically in [3, 28], and is given by bn ∼ r0 n−7/2 ρ−n
b n!, where r0 > 0
and ρb ≈ 0.319523 is the smallest positive root of
54x6 + 324x4 − 4265x2 + 432 = 0.
We obtain the claimed result setting b = r1 /r0 and γ = ρb /σb . And since
σb and ρb are algebraic numbers, so is γ (of degree 18).
As computed in [18], the bound for unlabeled graphs is derived from
the estimate rs√n−5/2 αb−n on the number of simple bridgeless cubic maps,
with αb = ((3 3 − 5)/2)1/2 ≈ 0.31317. The result finally follows since
αb /σb ≈ 1.119.
Again we conclude with a table of numerical values for cubic planar
graphs with up to 20 vertices.
n
Gn
Cn
An
4
3
3
3
6
240
240
240
8
70875
70560
70560
10
39795840
39644640
39191040
36909890325
36778341600
36119714400
12
14
51164374781520
50994240897600
49863647433600
16
99734407245898425
99424934088480000
96928583719968000
260680626187437456000
259925179413803904000
252809307842547456000
18
20 881248549547808635868675 878853675324753063936000 853158542751301602816000

Table 2. The numbers of (labeled) cubic planar graphs Gn ,
connected cubic planar graphs Cn , and bridgeless cubic planar
graphs An , on n vertices with a distinguished perfect matching.

6. Bijective proofs
In this section we provide bijective proofs for the expressions obtained
earlier by algebraic computations in equations (3) and (7).
Cubic maps with a perfect matching. Let Sn be the number of
rooted cubic maps with 2n vertices and a distinguished perfect matching
such that the root edge is in the matching. Since exactly 1/3 of the
cubic maps are such that their root edge belongs to the matching (see
Lemma 8), equation (3) gives

2n
Sn = 6n

n

(n + 2)(n + 1)

.
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We recall that the number Rn of rooted planar maps with n edges
(see [35]) is equal to

2n
Rn = 2 · 3 n

n

(n + 2)(n + 1)

.

It is well known that the number Rn also counts rooted 4-regular maps
with n vertices [35]. From equation (3) it follows that Sn = 2n−1 Rn . In
order to prove this relation combinatorially, we show the following.
Lemma 13. There exists a 2n−1 : 1 correspondence between rooted cubic planar maps on 2n vertices, with a distinguished perfect matching
containing the root edge, and rooted 4-regular planar maps on nvertices.
Proof: Let M be a cubic map with a distinguished perfect matching A
in which the root edge r is in A. Contract the edges in A (respecting the
embedding) to obtain a 4-regular map F . Root F at the edge next to r
in the outer face.
The reverse mapping is as follows. Take a 4-regular map F with n vertices. Splitting a vertex v means replacing it with two vertices u and u0 ,
connected via a new edge, and making a binary choice as to how to distribute the four pending half edges between u and u0 , while preserving
the embedding; see Figure 3. Now split each non-root vertex in F in two
possible ways to obtain a cubic map M , where the split edges are those
in the matching. The root vertex is split in only one way so that the root
edge of M is in the matching. Since there are n − 1 non-root vertices,
this concludes the proof.
a

b

d

c
a

b
c

a

b
d

c

d

Figure 3. On the left, the two ways of splitting a vertex of degree 4 respecting the embedding. On the right we display the four
cubic maps on two vertices with a distinguished perfect matching not containing the root edge, obtained from the two 4-regular
maps on one vertex by splitting. The edges in each of the matchings are in red.

Bridgeless cubic maps with a perfect matching. As before, from
equation (7) and Lemma 8 it follows that the number of rooted bridge-
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less cubic maps with 2n vertices and a distinguished perfect matching
containing the root edge is equal to
1
Bn = 2n−1 Ln ,
3

4n+2
1
where Ln = (2n+1)(n+1)
. The sequence Ln is well known and equal
n
to the total number of rooted loopless planar maps on n edges [38], and
by duality is equal to the number of rooted bridgeless planar maps on
n edges (interestingly it is also equal to the number of 3-connected triangulations with n internal vertices). Thus to prove the former relation, it
suffices to show the following. The bijection in this case is more involved
than the one in the proof of Lemma 13.
Lemma 14. There exists a 2n−1 : 1 correspondence between bridgeless rooted cubic planar maps on 2n vertices with a distinguished perfect
matching containing the root edge, and rooted (arbitrary) bridgeless planar maps on n edges.
Proof: Given a rooted bridgeless map B with n edges, we construct a
cubic map M with 2n vertices as follows. Consider the edges of B as
consisting of two half edges. Replace each vertex v of degree k in B with
a k-cycle with k half edges attached to it, pair the half edges outside the
cycles while respecting the embedding in B, and root M at the same
directed edge as B. This construction (illustrated in Figure 4) goes back
to Tutte, and is the pendant for planar maps of the truncation of the
vertices of a polytope in discrete geometry. It is clear that M is a cubic
map and that the original edges of B form a perfect matching in M ,
containing the root edge. In what follows, the edges in the matching are
called red edges, while the remaining edges are black. It is also clear that
if M contains a bridge, so does B, hence M is bridgeless. Also, notice
that a loop in B gives rise to a double edge in M containing exactly one
red edge.
In order to obtain 2n−1 different cubic maps with a perfect matching
from the original bridgeless map B, we define a flip operation on the
red edges. It is performed on every non-root red edge of M as follows. If
xy is a red edge and (a, b) are the black half edges incident with x in
counterclockwise order, and c, d those with y, then we pair b with c and
a with d, as in Figure 4, and keep the red edge xy. There is an exception
to this rule, though: if the pair of half edges {b, c} either forms an edge
or disconnects the map, then we remove xy and redraw it inside the
corners (a, b) and (c, d), so that the cyclic ordering becomes (b, a, d, c);
see Figure 4. Notice that in the latter case, {a, d}, just like {b, c}, either
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forms an edge or disconnects the map. Since there are n − 1 red edges
besides the root edge, and the flip operation is an involution, we obtain
exactly 2n−1 different bridgeless cubic maps with a perfect matching
containing the root edge. We remark that several red edges can be flipped
simultaneously and the order in which they are flipped is irrelevant.
Bridgeless

Truncation

Flip

Case 1
a

d

b

c

a

d

b

c

Case 2 ({b, c} disconnects the map)
a
b

a

d
c

b

d
c

Figure 4. On the left we illustrate the flip rule on red edges. On
the right we show the six bridgeless cubic maps on four vertices,
each with a perfect matching (in red) containing the root, produced from the three bridgeless maps on two edges by expansion
then the possible flip of each non-root red edge.

To conclude the proof, it remains to show that in this process every
bridgeless cubic map with a perfect matching containing the root edge
is produced exactly once. To this end, next we show how to recover the
original map B from a cubic map M endowed with a perfect matching.
If we remove the red edges from M , we are left with a 2-regular graph,
that is, a collection of cycles, that we call the black cycles. Notice that
since M is cubic, every red edge is incident with either one or two black
cycles. Every black cycle delimits two regions; the outside region is the
one containing the root edge and the other one is the inside region. A red
edge is said to be bad if it lies inside a black cycle, otherwise it is good.
A bad red edge is called worthy if it lies inside a unique black cycle C
and has at least one endpoint in C. Suppose M has a bad edge e. Then
by considering the outermost black cycle containing e, there must exist
a worthy bad edge in M .
We say that a cubic map M is good if it contains no bad edge. We
want to show that we can flip red edges, in any cubic map, until we
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obtain a good map. If M is not good, then it has at least one bad
worthy edge e = xy, as argued before. Let (a, b, c, d) be the half edges
incident with xy, as in Figure 4. We now consider the two cases in the
definition of the flip operation. Let M 0 be the map obtained from M by
flipping e.
• If neither {b, c} nor {a, d} forms an edge or disconnects M , then we
have two cases: either both x and y are in the same black cycle C,
or they belong to different black cycles C and C 0 . In the first case,
C is replaced with two cycles C1 and C2 in M 0 which are incident,
respectively, with x and y, and e lies outside both C1 and C2 . Since
e was contained only in C, it ceases to be bad. In the second case,
since e is worthy, one of the two cycles, say C, is in the interior
of the other one C 0 . Then C and C 0 are replaced with a cycle C 00 ,
incident with both x and y, and with e outside C 00 . In both cases,
e has become a good edge of M 0 , and since the new cycles created
are all contained in C, no good edge of M has become a bad edge
in M 0 .
• If {a, d} disconnects M , so does {b, c}, so we can assume the latter.
In this case, x and y are necessarily both in C. After flipping e,
the cycle C does not change and now e is outside it. Hence e has
become a good edge in M 0 , and again no new bad edge has been
created.
Thus, in both cases the number of bad edges has decreased when passing
from M to M 0 , as we wanted to prove. It remains to show that the good
map obtained after this process is unique. Suppose that from a map M
we can reach two different good maps M1 and M2 , by flipping red edges.
Then M1 can be transformed into M2 by a sequence of edge flips. But
flipping a good edge transforms it into a bad worthy edge, as is easily
checked. This is a contradiction, since M2 contains only good edges.
In conclusion, from M we can reach a unique good map M 0 . Now by
contracting all the black cycles in M 0 (none of them containing a red
edge), we recover the original bridgeless map B.

7. Concluding remarks
We have obtained an alternative derivation of equation (5) that we
find interesting in itself. It is based on the enumeration of 3-connected
4-regular maps, a recent result obtained in [26, 27]. In particular, an
equation is found in [27] for the generating functions Si (u, v) of 3-connected 4-regular maps, where u marks the number of simple edges and
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v marks the number of double edges, and the index is i = 1 if the root
edge is simple, and i = 2 if the root edge is double (they are named Ti
in [27]; we have renamed them S1 and S2 to distinguish them from the
T0 and T1 introduced in this paper). Double edges in a 3-connected map
are vertex disjoint, since if two double edges shared a vertex v, then the
other two endpoints would disconnect v. It follows that in a 3-connected
4-regular map with 2n vertices, the maximum number of double edges
is n. In this case, every vertex is incident with exactly one double edge,
and there are 2n simple edges. Now from every double edge remove one
edge and mark the other edge to obtain a cubic map with a distinguished
perfect matching. The process is reversible, hence the generating function T0 (z) from this paper can be recovered as the diagonal of S1 (u, v)
and setting z = uv.
A natural open question is to prove some kind of concentration result for the number of perfect matchings. But already computing the
variance seems out of reach with our techniques, since to compute the
second moment we would need to consider maps or graphs with a pair
of distinguished perfect matchings, and the connection with the Ising
model does not seem to provide this. In fact, we believe that to compute
the variance for the number of global structures in non-trivial classes of
graphs defined by a global condition, such as being planar, is in general
a challenging question. Let us mention that the variance has been computed for the number of perfect matchings in regular graphs [5], using
the so-called configuration model, showing that there is no concentration. The situation is very different for the binomial model G(n, p) of
random graphs with n vertices and where edges are selected independently with probability p: in this circumstance, not only concentration
but a central limit theorem has been proved for the number of perfect
matchings and other spanning subgraphs [20].
We also mention that the number of perfect matchings in a cubic
graph with 2n vertices is at most 6n/3 ≈ 1.817n [22, Theorem 8.24]; see
also [1]. We are not aware of a sharper upper bound for cubic planar
graphs. On the other hand, the number of perfect matchings in the
prism Cn × K2 grows like the sum of two Fibonacci numbers, so there
are cubic √
planar graphs with 2n vertices and φn perfect matchings, where
φ = (1 + 5)/2 ≈ 1.618.
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